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About This Game

Build Your Strategy. Squash Space Snails. Be a Star Viking.

In Star Vikings Forever you will build your team of spacefaring Vikings to take on the evil scourge of intergalactic snails in a
fun and nearly endless stream of challenging puzzles.

Best Indie at Google Play Best of 2017, Finalist at the Google Play Indie Games Festival, Winner for "Best Game Design" at the
Brazilian Independent Games Festival, and “Most Offensive Game Ever” at the Space Snails Game Conference. Star Vikings

Forever is a humorous Puzzle/RPG developed by the award-winning creators of Chroma Squad, Dungeonland, and Relic
Hunters Zero.

Position your team of uniquely built Vikings to strategically attack enemies, and clear the board. Enemies aren’t the brightest,
and will attack each other whenever they are attacked. This creates a very satisfying chain-combo system, where you can wipe

entire boards with a few moves to clear a path to advance to the next stage, or to complete a specific objective.

Take your time and strategize, or for faster paced combat, make multiple moves simultaneously. Puzzles are procedurally
generated, allowing for unique and nonlinear challenges every time. Each character has a standard melee attack, along with a

special ability attack that will send snails crying home to their shells. Each special ability is unique to their class and provides an
additional layer of strategy in solving puzzles.

Star Vikings’ unique gameplay is packed full of content, and will turn even your non-gamer grandma into a hardcore min-
maxing machine by the time the credits roll!
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not sure why Street Fighter's Ryu enters Blast Mania dungeon to gather Super Mario Bros coins...
..but I like it.

Feels like 1987 again..
\u6211\u8ba9\u4f60\u53bb\u4fee\u7406\u5382\u662f\u4fdd\u517b\u4e00\u4e0b\u987a\u4fbf\u6551\u4e2a\u706b
\u4e0d\u662f\u7ed9\u4f60\u7406\u7531\u628a\u8f66\u5934\u649e\u6241

I order you to go to the repair shop for maintaining the car and putting out the fire.
Not giving you an excuse to flat the front.. So far so good! This game shows a lot of care and love. The developer is very active,
listens to feedback and has been very open with the community.

Looking forward to release - to get a complete and polished play through.

A note about my high number of hours - it appears that my anti virus software - wrongly - locked the exe file and it accumulated
a lot of run time.. In less than a day I've spent about seven hours on this game.
Love the game, love the idea of companionship and working together. I can always pair up a group of friends or just have me
and my boyfriend play together. A lot of people complained about toxicity I believe... To me I don't really understand how a
game like this could be toxic if you can't even communicate throughout the game. The only sort of communication you get is
before the game (you get a minute to ready up when there's a whole squad of survivors) and after the game if you stay.

I haven't played as a killer yet because I'm scared of the result, but I think I'm going to go for the tutorial and try playing as a
killer after this review. Honestly, for the price I got it for (10 bucks for the sale), it's totally worth it. Once it goes back up, I
recommend really thinking before you purchase, considering some factors:
-some people may disconnect the game
-some people may have no idea how to play
- some people may intentionally have you get killed.
(Could be considered still as toxic\/frustrating, but could easily be flipped over if you got some cool buddies to play with)

All in all, I recommend the game because it is fun to play with friends or other people. I'm more of a person who enjoys to play
with other people. If you like Deceit, I recommend this game.

P.s: Don't complain about a game being toxic when you can't even communicate throughout the game and your biggest threat is
another player disconnecting. And, what game doesn't have any toxicity?

***UPDATE***

Playing as a killer in this game is pretty rough, you do get a lot more currency though to upgrade characters. I can see the
toxicity towards the killers because of the perks (if the killers chose to unlock their perks). I did realize in my first game I wasn't
able to kill anybody with one character, so I tried another. In my second game I did kill and "sacrifice" three individuals. At the
end of the game a few told me that camping isn't the right way to win a game, (Ironically, I ran across the whole map multiple
times like an idiot). After explaining to them that this indeed was my second match as a killer and my first time using this killer
they apologized and laughed about it with me.

Communication is key during the game at the beginning and most certainly at the end. I could of got reported or worse, but
luckily I didn't. I also realized that the game does crash on you so you will disconnect, it's not like people intentionally
disconnect.

Anyways, thanks for reading my review!!!. i only got iron man space and scuba with red skull in suit..this said DLC said to have
40 charecters?. Playing on Windows 10 wiuth xbox PAD. Controls on joypad are horrible, unable to change control scheme.
Font is invisible on buttons.
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This may not be an expensive game but I cannot recommend.. This is a cool little game and an absolute steal at 3 bucks. The
premise is simple but the execution is of a very high standard, with a perfectly matched set of wit and comedy in the voice
acting.

Performing a task whilst the plaform is whizzing up can be a bit disorientating but it's a cool feeling if you're not prone to
motion sickness.

Hope to see more from this dev, really nicely done.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uTsmQi7a-EM
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Great game!
It crashes constantly!
I can't get past the title screen sometimes!

Fix this\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Please.. A really great game which, on the outside, may look like a match-3
game but is much more innovative than that. Blocks have arrows on them and matching three of them will send a stream in the
direction of those arrows. You change the arrow's direction on each block in order to chain matches and keep combos going.
There's heaps of variation, too, with each story level having win conditions and lose conditions. Lots of modifying blocks and
environments like stone and glass blocks and water which is continuously pushing blocks upwards. There are some co-op modes
and competitive multiplayer which I didn't really take a look at but there's more than enough in here in terms of singleplayer..
this is a pretty neat little game. very fun and can be challenging as you progress. even my wife enjoys playing it.

it's a great first game to play in VR since it is very fleshed out and simple to understand.

great job to the dev team behind it. The art is nice. I bought it because I liked the art.

Sword Daughter is the second VN I have 'played', being the first Fate Stay Night. To be fair, VN is not my genre of choice so I
renounce any expertise in the field. But if I read the word 'novel' I expect something to read for many hours. With a plot. Some
character development is always nice.
Sword Daughter's plot is weak so is natural to think its strong point would be in character development. Guess again, there is no
character development at all. I don't call a schizophrenic half elf 'character development'. The heroine needs another
background, for a warrior to be she is extremely unfit.

Maybe I am in Grinch mode and cannot believe that love, true love, is born that quickly.
"Come home with me."
"Okay. I love you. I wanted to avenge mi father's death but meh."

Pros:
+Gallery
+Scene Selection

Cons:
-Too short
-No character development ever
-Romance is forced. If you want the brief opinion, here it is: if you are looking for the space horror, you can buy "Phantaruk"
without any doubts (and don't forget to check "Syndrome" as well).

You are a single person on the space ship, haunted by unknown evil... You will need to make your way throug the maze-like
sectors, hiding from the mercyless hunter and fighting agains virus, striking you from within...

The game is relatively short and it is not as polished as "Alien: Isolation", for example, but it can be thrilling and enjoyable.

Good things:
- i do like the level design;
- stealth mechanic isn't flawless, but it works for me (little spoiler: sound doesn't trigger enemy attention... well, almost);
- voiceover is surprisingly good, i would say, perfect for this game;
- enemies are truly terrifying;
- idea about "lethal conditions" for your alter ego is very good and it is encorporated well;
- story is good in total;
- convenient checkpoint system.

Now something i did not like:
- story, while being interesting, is presented badly;
- final is over-rapid and it leaves player unsatisfied;
- task log is crap: you are doing things without any idea, why. It comes especially sharp during the final part (player definitely
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needs more explanations);
- graphic engine is a bit laggy;
- Spoiler alert red (don't read this, if you haven't finished the game): Phantaruk is teleported to some parts of the level instead of
pursuing you linearly. This damages the stealth mechanic, but even worse, it feels with that teleportation, that Phantaruks are
many, which is against the storyline. I believe actually, that there are more than one on some levels (for example, when you're
lurking through the storage rooms, you can just run from one Phantaruk to another, maybe, it is possible to force them to meet
each other :)

Well, regardless of some flaws, "Phantaruk" is a good space horror. Some ideas are just brilliant (like usage of pulse or that
smoky labyrinth), the experience will give you some nice shivering, the story and the voiceover are worth of your time.

P:S: \u043e\u0442\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u0430\u044f \u0438\u0433\u0440\u0443\u0448\u043a\u0430, \u043d\u0435
\u0443\u0441\u0442\u0443\u043f\u0430\u0435\u0442 "Syndrome". \u0418\u0433\u0440\u0430\u0442\u044c
\u0436\u0443\u0442\u043a\u043e, \u0432\u044b\u0433\u043b\u044f\u0434\u0438\u0442 \u0438
\u0437\u0432\u0443\u0447\u0438\u0442 \u043f\u0440\u0438\u044f\u0442\u043d\u043e, \u0432
\u043a\u043e\u043c\u043f\u043b\u0435\u043a\u0442\u0435 \u043d\u0435\u043f\u043b\u043e\u0445\u0430\u044f
\u0438\u0441\u0442\u043e\u0440\u0438\u044f, \u0445\u043e\u0442\u044f
\u0442\u043e\u0440\u043e\u043f\u043b\u0438\u0432\u043e
\u0437\u0430\u043a\u043e\u043d\u0447\u0435\u043d\u043d\u0430\u044f. \u0418,
\u043a\u0441\u0442\u0430\u0442\u0438, \u0435\u0441\u0442\u044c \u0440\u0443\u0441\u0441\u043a\u0438\u0439
\u044f\u0437\u044b\u043a \u0441\u043e \u0432\u043f\u043e\u043b\u043d\u0435
\u043f\u0440\u0438\u043b\u0438\u0447\u043d\u044b\u043c \u043f\u0435\u0440\u0435\u0432\u043e\u0434\u043e\u043c.. I
bought this game for half price and I honestly don't feel it was worth it.
* (A personal gripe) The game itself has graphics that dont really match any platform or era.
* Actual gameplay is lackluster and after you die two or three times your almost completely done with it.
* The difficulty is only in the finding of food, not in the actual game.
Overall the game feels kind of lazy and without attention to detail. Not a single point of playing it did I actually feel like it was
fun.... This is kicking off a series I'm planning to do on games with few\/no reviews, or that have long been on my backlog, or
both. If you just want pros\/cons and recommendations that might help you figure if you enjoy it, skip to the section denoted
with ~tildes.~

A long time ago, I played this amazing little gem called Dark Scavenger. It was perfect for where I was in life, and although
there are certainly bits and pieces of dialogue I would've edited now, the game itself? It's one of those rare few that get better
after seeing it again, like revisting a distant friend.

But, it mattered most because it meant a lot to me for where I was in life. Flash forward to now, and though I loved Psydra's
first offering, I've been putting off Mike Dies because I've got the arthritic reflexes of your most-uncool relative, and to be
blunt, outside of a few of the most obvious games - your Marios, your Cave Stories, your Metroids, your Castlevanias - I'm not
really a platforming kinda guy.

And once again, Psydra knocked it out of the ballpark, and Mike Dies is once again the perfect game for where I am in life.
Maybe it's just one of the constant presences, an unavoidably large orange presence that constantly uses childish nicknames to
berate our fair hero; maybe it's the fact that this is a game that plays wonderfully, that feels like the sort of game you'd use to
demonstrate the concept of games and why they're fun to a complete newbie cavedweller.

Maybe it's the fact that somehow Psydra managed to cram a compelling, interesting narrative in a relatively short and sweet
platformer, or maybe it's the fact that - despite starting and being largely grim, that wonderful Psydra humour is still there and -
the best. Absolutely the best.

Hell, there are lots of little touches that just - way back when I fancied myself a Games Writesman, I hoped that I might include
little narrative touches like some of the things in Mike Dies. The aesthetic and sound design the statues of Mike's god make is,
pardon the pun (and there are lots of them!) - divine.

But even for a guy who's only other fond experience with 'indie' platformers was, well, I Wanna Be the Guy, a guy who sticks to
wasd and proudly, this game was amazing and tightly designed. The only time the controls were floaty or irresponsive were in
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two puzzles, and in both cases, I had a sneaking suspicion it was my potato computer; switching to a small-resolution window,
and I got them on one and three tries, respectively.

There's so much I want to praise. The music is great; absolutely immersive, at times haunting, always fun. I'll be getting the
soundtrack later.

The voicework is fantastic, not just for an indie but in general. Outside of Dark Souls and a few weird games like Drakengard, I
generally loathe voicework; here it's just - wow. Every single VA did a fantastic job... And now I know what a Space Demon
sounds like. Heh.

Despite the relative simplicity of the backgrounds, everything is visually striking, distinct, and beautiful. The latticework on the
ship windows, the projectile designs, the visual 'snap' of the portals, everything just feels right.

I'd hazzard a gissa that you're wondering whether or not I'd recommend this game, and why. While you shouldn't trust weirdoes
on the internet who may or may not be cartoon skeletons, unless their names are Kamaho, let me see what I can do.

~Pros~

* Incredibly intuitive. Level design is always fun, whether harder or easier, shorter or longer.
* Amazing puns. May be a con for some (they're wrong.)
* Tight controls, even when using WASD(!).
* Design, aesthetic, writing, music, and voicework are all superb, and all work well together. That's exceedingly rare.
* Sense of humour that comes at you like a right hook; I spent the entire last half or so of the game in a rictus of laughter.
* Very, very satisfying final boss, maybe moreso if you're a space scavenger, or whatever that's called.

~Cons~

* If you're old as dirt, layout can get confusing, and there's no real room map. There might be multiple endings based on
collectible percentages, uh, but I can't verify yet because I got distracted by the location of the BEST CHARACTER**
skittering away from me and unintentionally 100%'d the game while looking for it.
* It's still a platformer; if you're not at all interested in the genre, I'd say you might still want to try this one, for serious. But for
some, that's a no-sell.
* Eh, I guess it can be a bit short, though that's increasingly a plus for fogeys like me.
* Look, for real, I usually put cons first because I'm cautious. This is a great game.***

** All the characters are the best.
*** And Mike is clearly confirmed for Touhou th20, Idyll of Summer Melancholy, or something.

~In conclusion~

I was blown away by how much I liked this game. It's become a bit trite to be all 'haha, game helped me with issue x' but...
Yeah, Mike Dies made me feel a bit better about some of my mistakes and where I am in life. A lot. Dunno if it'll last; but
ultimately, that doesn't matter. This is a fantastic game, and I'm hoping I can tag Psydra or something on Steam so that when
future stuff releases from them, I just instabuy it, funds considering.

That's how much I liked Mike Dies.

So if you enjoy strange eclectic science fiction, straddling the line between comedy and the deep dark recesses of space, a fine
mist of atoms and chunky Mike hollandaise sauce, and incredibly satisfying platforming, I'd wholeheartedly recommend Mike
Dies. So much so that I'll probably try to speedrun it and see what happens elsewise; and I'll be looking forward to whatever
Psydra does next, whether it be a Dark Scavenger Pinball\/foosball crossover table, Mike Dies: the Party Card game, or, perhaps
as to be expected, something entirely new and original.

In closing, I'd kill to play pen and paper with you fine folks, and that's maybe the highest praise I can give. Kudos.. Did a whole
2 days by accident, now i cant refund it.. :( Other than that; this is a great program to start off djaying but would recommend
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have a Dj Controller.. I\u2019ve used this programs at parties.. its simple and great for novices Djays.. anyways yeah hire me to
do a party i don\u2019t charge much go on my Facebook page and his us up with a message
www.facebook.com\/NCoopR
Check out my YouTube
www.youtube.com\/channel\/UCm_NSozQQ3h93syGTAKlfdg

Feedback from other people watching me live:
You're the best DJ ever - steamcommunity.com\/id\/stripstroke\/
Almost better than me - Pauly D
We should collab - Afrojack
Wizard at a fair - Bon Jovi
Now i feel like the 2nd greatest - Elvis Presley
This is the bomb - Vanilla ISIS. If you want to make a bot but don't know any programming languages then this is for you.
However that doesn't mean it's a walk in the park you need to have a programmer mindset when using DBM.. It is awesome, has
some glitches though: wird physics sometimes. I wish you get at least 1 HP for every cop car destroyed, but other than that, no
complaints whatsoever. Pick it up if you can.

Bug Squashin' Update!:
Hello space snails, long time! We've updated the game with a bundle of bug fixes for you. This doesn't include every
outstanding issue, but should bring some further improvements to your experience!

Changelog:

 Bug Fix - Loki's Helmet bonus skill damage is now given to the entire party

 Bug Fix - Some days the Daily Quests would display an error message. This is now addressed

 Enhanced Quest notification - old unfinished daily quests do not pop up anymore, before you get a new one

 The Party screen is now unselectable on Act 1 part 1

 The Quest button is now unselectable when you don't have any active quests

 Fixed some interface layouts that were broken

 Small fixes to Localization for Russian, French, Italian, and Spanish
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. BETA Update 1 is out!:
Hey everyone,

Thanks a lot for all the help with the game's Beta. Your feedback and gameplay videos have been invaluable.

We are releasing the first major update to the Beta. The game is almost content-complete, and you can now finish it. Just be
aware that the cutscenes are still very unpolished and their low quality can spoil the experience a bit.

Our first major change in response to your feedback was the interface: you told us that it is too big and too "mobile-y". We
made it big to match our inspirations (PopCap games from the early 2000's, mostly), but we understand that for today's
standards they look uncomfortable and they make the game look like a mobile port.

We hope you like the new look for the interface! Our Shop is still unfinished though, so it still looks ugly (sorry!).

Next update: the ranked "Trials of Valhalla" mode! (that's the big green gate on Snail Planet, for those of you who asked).

Cheers,

~Mark
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Features
------------
Act 4 is now accessible!
All Mystery Levels are now accessible!
The Boss Battle and Ending are now accessible (but cutscenes still suck though)!
OSX and Linus versions!

Enhancements
---------------------
New interface scale and polish! Let us know what you think! :)

Fixes
--------
Fixed a bug where Lava Snails would target the exit squares;
Fixed a bug where the Pirate Snails and Temple Snails visuals would change while attacking;
Fixed a bug where 4:3 resolutions would not allow you to exit the board on the top left corner;
Fixed a bug where the "Delete" button on the Viking Screen would show up in the wrong Language;
Fixed a bug where Moon Snails would steal health from one another creating an infinite combo;
Fixed a bug where the Ice Rifle effect would be crazy and floating around the screen;
Fixed a bug where the Fire Trap effect would be misplaced when fired upwards;
Fixed a bug where the price for Laser Sweep item would be displayed incorrectly on the shops;
Fixed several minor text errors;. Update 1 - First Major Update :D:
Hi everyone,

We have just released the first major Update for Star Vikings. :-)

Overall we have:
* Significant perfomance optimization;
* Smaller build size;
* Rebalance of Act 2 difficulty;
* Bug fixes

Here are the full patch notes:

*Gameplay Changes*
Act 2 quest now in line with new Fuel Node requirements
Fixed a bug where more Pirate Putrid Snails than intended were spawning on the "Pirate's Booty" stage on Act 2
Reduced Fuel Cost on Act 2 progression from 8 to 5
Reduced the difficulty on Shooter Challenge and Tank Challenge

*Fixes & Optimizations*
Huge performance improvement
Smaller textures implemented
Fix a bug where Sneaky arm color would be wrong
Fix a bug where the game would freeze
Many broken animations fixed
Bug fixes(Fix cutscene actors quality, Fix sniper white body)
New textures and backgrounds for Cutscenes
New textures for Dialogues
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Thanks for playing!

Cheers,

~Mark. Performance Patch:
Hello space snails, we have patched the game with some better performance and bug fixes!

Changelog:

 InGame CPU workload optimizations (running 4 times faster)

 Fixed some constant freezing issues

 FPS limit option

 Fixed Bullseye ability

 Minor graphics optimizations
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. Star Vikings Forever Released!:
The day has finally come, Star Vikings Forever is LIVE!

Are you going to start the game over with a fresh team, or hop into the fray on New Game + mode?

If you didn't hear, there's some fun updates:

 New Game Plus Mode (after you beat original game)

 New Languages - French, Italian, German, Spanish, and Russian!

 UI Revamped for Steam

 Restart button added to all levels, so you don't have to quit out to the main menu anymore
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 Performance optimization

 New logo, branding, title screen, and awesomeness!

. Star Vikings Forever Announced!:
We're very excited to announce that Star Vikings is getting revamped and relaunching as Star Vikings Forever on Steam, as well
as releasing on iOS and Android devices July 6th!

Check out the New Trailer!

This is a free update for all current owners of the game. Earlier this year Rogue Snail announced their partnership with
publisher Akupara Games[www.akuparagames.com], who is working with them on this release.

There are a lot of little updates and bug fixes, but most notably we added NEW GAME PLUS! Once you beat the game, play it
again with your same party, fighting harder enemies, and upgrading your Hats to the EXTREME!

Here's some of the new updates:

 New Game Plus Mode (after you beat original game)

 New Languages - French, Italian, German, Spanish, and Russian!

 UI Revamped for Steam

 Restart button added to all levels, so you don't have to quit out to the main menu anymore

 Performance optimization

 New logo, branding, title screen, and awesomeness!
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.
Beta Is Over!:
Hi everyone,

Thank you dearly for assisting us during the past few months. Your feedback has been invaluable!

The Beta is officially over and we are releasing the game on Thursday (October 6th) for PC, Mac and Linux! Yay!

Your Beta keys won't carry over to the final game. If you liked the game, please support us by buying a copy!

**But just wanted to give you a heads-up!**

Before release tomorrow Valve will revoke free Beta access. The full game will only be available if you purchase it.

You might get a very scary message saying you had a "Payment Issue" or some nonsense like that. It's a default message from
Valve, and I wish they could change it, but it 100% HARMLESS and will NOT flag your account or have ANY negative
repercussions whatsoever.

I hope it is clear :) And I hope it does not scare you when it comes up (I find it to be a bit scary, myself).

Cheers,

~Mark
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